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On This Day

‘Relevant, pithy and amusing…
a terrific piece of work’
Daily Telegraph

By Alan Edwards

Key features
• Title supported and officially endorsed by
Hampshire Cricket
S HO

David Tossell has been a sports
journalist for more than three
decades and is the author of eight
previous books.
A former executive sports editor of
the Today newspaper, he is currently
director of European public affairs for
the NFL (National Football League).
He has written books on cricket,
football, rugby and American football
and four of his publications – Grovel!,
Following On, Bertie Mee and Nobody
Beats Us – have been nominated in
the British Sports Book Awards.
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• Part of the popular and successful On This Day series
featuring a number of football and cricket clubs

Tony Greig is remembered as the captain who led cricket into its
biggest crisis of the last century. An all-rounder who mixed
boldness with belligerence, he had become the first South African
to skipper England, restoring national pride with victory in India
after poundings at the hands of Australia and the West Indies.

THE ALL-ROUNDER

‘When the chips were down, that was
when the real opportunity was there to
make a name for yourself. I used to love
that situation.’
Tony Greig

'He was such a phenomenal player, you'd
think he should be mentioned all the time.
When he batted he was flexible and quick
and he stood up to the fast bowlers. He
must have been the best slip fielder there
has ever been and for one match he was
the most dangerous off-spinner I ever kept
wicket to.'

A controversial and charismatic figure whose ‘make them grovel’
comment about the West Indies typified his ability to talk himself
into trouble, he lost the captaincy when it transpired that he was
recruiting players for Kerry Packer’s World Series Cricket. More
than three decades later, now a leading television commentator,
Greig has never been fully absolved.

Alan Knott

A reappraisal of
English cricket's most
controversial captain

'Greig remains one of the most
underrated England cricketers of the
post-war period' Michael Atherton
TONY GREIG is more than just a biography of a
fierce competitor who never backed down from
a challenge; whether it was dealing with epilepsy,
facing up to Dennis Lillee or confronting
the authorities.

THE CAPTAIN

‘The situation was made for him. The
previous England captains had been fairly
low key and Greigy was the new kid on
the block who wanted things done in a
certain way and would lead from the front.
This was a new beginning; a switch to the
England captaincy being a more mediaorientated position.'
John Snow

THE REBEL

Featuring many new interviews, including
with Greig himself, it examines why he
remains largely unforgiven, asks whether
off-field activities have condemned his
career to be forever under-appreciated and
offers a compelling portrait of a fascinating
cricketing era.

'Greig did not feel that deep loyalty to the
established order of English cricket that
would have prevented him from, in
essence, following Mammon rather than
honour. The great majority of people in his
position, presented with the same set of
circumstances, would have done the same
thing as he did in dancing to Kerry Packer’s
tune, but others, with a different
background and upbringing, would have
felt compelled to say,
“Thanks, but no thanks.”’
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Description
Hampshire Cricket On This Day chronicles, in diary form, the major events in the cricket club’s history. With
individual entries for every day, and multiple listings for more historic and busier days, the book includes all
the club’s big matches, cup finals, significant events and sensational signings.

Details
Publication: 10 Jun 2012
Price: £9.99
ISBN-13: 9781908051455
Format: 192mm x 121mm
Binding: Hardback
Extent: 192 pages
Category: Cricket, Sport

Trade Orders to: LBS Ltd
Faraday Close, Worthing BN13 3RB
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